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Lodge Confronts Medical
Standards Implementation
And lACP Survey Problems
Medical Standards: We believe the NPS is

implementing the medical standards without
due regard for 5CFR where the regulations

governing the

implementation of such

standards are found. Agencies are required
by law to implement their programs under
these regulations. The section on waivers
seems to be systematically violated.
5CFR339.204 reads: "Sec. 339.204 Waiver

of standards and requirements. Agencies
must waive a medical standard or physical
requirement established under this part
when there is .sufficient evidence that an
applicant or employee, with or without
reasonable accommodation, can perform
the essential duties of the position without
endangering the health and safety of the
individual or others."

At last fall's meeting on the implementation,
a WASO spokesperson said: "If the work
history substantiates that the employee can

do the work despite the medical issue, then
the employee can request and receive a
waiver..."
The

NPS

administrator of the

medical

standards program, Terrie Fajardo, has said,
in writing, to a Lodge member on this

subject: " I received your message. In the 5
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CFR 339 citation you describe in your
message, it says that it is up to the
agency to accept or not any proof of
medical change offered by the
employee." and, "...
There is no
provision for me to waive the medical
standards in your case or any case.

Only the Medical Review Board has the
authority to review your situation and,
based on information provided by you,
your doctor or others, consider either
reasonable
accommodation
reconsideration." It has also

FOPUODOE

or
been

reported to the Lodge from a source we
consider reliable, that Ms Fajardo has
told a chief ranger that 5CFR339.204 is
merely advisory and that she and the
NPS are under no compulsion to follow

national Chiefs of Police. On the one

hand this organization has a pretty good
record when it comes to analyzing police
departments and recommending changes
to bring it up to national standards. On the
other hand, it is an organization of police
chiefs, not rank and file officers and
detectives: management, in other words.
The Lodge would have preferred that the
NPS hire the Fraternal Order of Police -

the nation's largest police officer organ
ization with vast resources and experience
in this field - to do the study, or, as an
alternative, pay to become an accredited
law enforcement agency as many other
departments and agencies have done.
The LACP study team promised that their

it.

survey forms would be mailed to each

5CFR339.202 says that agencies must
implement medical standards in a
uniform and consistent manner. Any
ranger who has spoken with rangers in
other parks know that this is very far
from the case. Some parks have not sent
anyone to the physicals and others have
sent all commissioned rangers; some
parks have only sent seasonals and not
permanent rangers. It's make-it-up-asyou-go-along in the NPS again.

seasonal and term - with a franked env

ranger - permanent, permanent STF,

The Lodge believes that the law means
what it says: That is, if you can prove
you can do the job - and that's what
your annual evaluation tells the agency,
namely, that you can and are doing
your job - that the NPS must grant you

elope for its privacy-protecting return. In
this way,the lACP could have determined
how many forms were sent and could
gauge the response rate. They chose not
to follow their promised path.
The Lodge has reports from members that
the surveys were received in the office,
sometimes in a blue envelope, sometimes
not; were received with only a few days
before the deadline; were received after
the deadline; were not received at all;

were told that the ranger was responsible
for postage; were told to turn the survey
into the supervisor. Very few seasonals
have received the survey.

a waiver from the medical standards for

How can the survey be valid if the lACP

your medical "issue". It takes much

does not know who received them? Can't
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is very well among commissioned
rangers? The survey is compromised at
this point.

lACP Survey: As you know the Lodge
is taking a wait and see attitude toward
the ongoing study of the NPS law
enforcement program by the Inter

lACP study team and asked that the
process be fixed, the Lodge's spokes
person was attacked as "unprofessional"

When the Lodge pointed this out to the

